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Sensormatic Ultra•Tag Lanyard

Ultra•Tag Lanyard Enables the 
retailer to protect a wider range 
of high-theft items such as shoes, 
handbags and high-end apparel.

The Sensormatic Ultra•Tag Platform was developed to satisfy 

retailers’ requirements for a high-strength EAS magnetic 

solution to protect a wide range of merchandise.  The 

Ultra•Tag Lanyard expands the Ultra•Tag platform, offering a 

one piece lanyard/tag solution for protecting high-theft items 

such as shoes, handbags and high-end apparel.

Ultra•Tag Lanyard features a 4in (10cm) multi- strand 

stainless steel cable that allows for flexible attachment to a 

variety of merchandise.  The integrated stainless steel pin 

is mated to the cable and inserted into a protective collar 

specifically designed to support and minimize access to the 

pin shaft--making this tag extremely difficult to defeat.  

With a pull out force of greater than 140lbs., this is an ideal 

security tool for retailers to protect vulnerable, high-risk 

inventory.  With its sleek aesthetic design the Ultra•Tag 

Lanyard is the perfect solution for retailers looking for a 

discreet EAS tag to safeguard merchandise on display. 

The high strength magnetic clamp lock combined with robust 

ABS plastic housing offers superior resistance to defeat.  The 

innovative shape reduces the ability of would-be shoplifters 

to attack the tag by hand or with tools such as pliers and 

screwdrivers.  
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Features

One piece lanyard/tag solution. Con-
denses a three piece tagging solution into a 
lighter one piece option, requiring retailers 
to manage only one product. 

High performance.  Ultra•Tag Lanyard 
utilizes bias/resonator technology, prov-
ing consistent detection in all Ultra•Max 
systems.

Small sleek design.  Provides a strong 
visual deterrent without detracting from 
merchandise on display.
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Lightweight. This is the lightest Sensor-
matic tag available, helping to protect even 
the most delicate hanging apparel.

Defeat resistant design.  The mating of 
the stainless steel pin to the multi-strand 
steel cable, combined with the protective 
collar around the pin hole, help guard and 
deny access to the pin shaft.  

High strength magnetic detacher
platform.  The unlocking strength of the 
Ultra•Tag magnetic detachers provide a full 
line of security products minimizing space 
required at the POS and reduces training of 
staff.
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Tag Specifications:

Dimensions:  ...... (LxWxH) 60.8mm (2.4in) X 

21.47mm (.85in) X 18.0mm (.71in) Deep 

Lanyard:  ............... 10cm (4in) 

Weight: .................  7g

Aditional Information:

For more information please visit us on 
www.Sensormatic.com  

Product Codes:

ZL400AL-4G - Ultra•Tag Lanyard Grey 

ZL400AL-4B - Ultra•Tag Lanyard Charcoal 


